Paper Towel Dispensers – There are two primary paper towel dispensers installed throughout the academic buildings. These options in combination with the Bobrick B-3644 Classic Series Waste Receptacle replace the Bobrick B-3961 Recessed convertible paper towel dispenser and waste receptacle. The vendor for these paper towel dispensers is Uni-source Worldwide, 1070 Waterfield Drive East, Garner, NC 27529.

P: 1-800-864-7687
www.unisourceworldwide.com

K-C PROFESSIONAL IN-SIGHT SANITOUCH
Hard Roll Towel Dispenser, color: Smoke, item 09990, (Primary Roll Towel dispenser, for installations not requiring stainless steel fixtures/dispensers)

K-C PROFESSIONAL MOD
Manual, stainless steel, recessed dispenser, item 34355, manual operation, (for installations requiring stainless steel dispensers/fixtures). This recessed dispenser requires rough cut-out dimensions: 11” width, 15.4” height, 3.65” depth.
There are (4) four tissue dispensers installed throughout the academic buildings. Any of these four tissue dispenser options may be installed in ADA designated stalls as long as ADA Standards for accessible design are met. These various options replace the Bobrick B-265 Double-roll Toilet Tissue Dispenser with Controlled Delivery. The vendor for the KC tissue dispensers is Unisource Worldwide, 1070 Waterfield Drive East, Garner, NC 27529. Sales is 1-800-864-7687. The vendor for the B-2888 Classic Series stainless steel tissue dispenser is Martin Architectural, 511 East Chatham Street, Cary, NC, Office: 919-469-9661

**K-C PROFESSIONAL IN-SIGHT**
Cored JRT Combo Unit Bath Tissue Dispenser, color: smoke, CODE 09551 (for mounting in regular stalls and ADA stalls that can accommodate dimensions 20.750 X 6.375 X 13.625 IN). For high-use restrooms or high occupancy buildings.

**K-C PROFESSIONAL IN-SIGHT JRT J R. ESCORT**
Jumbo Roll Bath Tissue Dispenser with Stub Roll, color: Smoke, CODE 09507 (for mounting in regular stalls and ADA stalls that can accommodate dimensions 14.250 X 6.125 X 16.625 IN). This is our standard tissue dispenser.

**K-C PROFESSIONAL IN-SIGHT JRT J R.**
Bath Tissue Dispenser, color: Smoke CODE 09554 (for mounting in regular stalls and in ADA stalls with space or configuration limitations, dimensions 12.000 X 11.375 X 5.800 IN)

**B-2888 CLASSIC SERIES® SURFACE-MOUNTED MULTI-ROLL TOILET TISSUE DISPENSER**
Stainless steel, (for mounting in ADA stalls that require stainless steel dispensers/fixtures). Dimensions 6-1/16” W, 11” H, 5-15/16” D (155 x 280 x 150mm). Note: This installation option would require the mounting of two (2) dispensers in a side-by-side configuration to support four rolls of tissue.
There are (3) three choices of soap dispensers installed throughout the academic buildings, and one (1) high-profile touch free dispenser option. Selection should be based on the color of the other room fixtures. These options replace the Bobrick B-4112 ConturaSeries Surface-Mounted Soap Dispenser. The vendor for the Gojo soap dispensers is Unisource Worldwide, 1070 Waterfield Drive East, Garner, NC 2752, Sales: 1-800-864-7687.

**GOJO ADX-12 DISPENSER**
Color: white/white, item no. 8880-06, capacity 1250 ml, dimensions 4.64” W, 11.89” H, 3.98” D.

**GOJO ADX-12 DISPENSER**
Color: black/black, item no. 8886-06, capacity 1250 ml, dimensions 4.64” W, 11.89” H, 3.98” D.

**GOJO ADX-12 DISPENSER**
Color: chrome/black, item no. 8888-06, capacity 1250 ml, dimensions 4.64” W, 11.89” H, 3.98” D (for applications in rooms with stainless steel).

**GOJO TFX TOUCH FREE DISPENSER**
Brushed Metallic Item no. 2799-12-EEU00, Dimensions: 10.5” Height x 6” Width x 4” Depth, This dispenser is for high-profile buildings only, coordinate with housekeeping department. Requires three C cell batteries.
There are (2) two choices of sanitizer dispensers installed throughout the academic buildings. Choice based on color of room fixture; one dispenser mounted per restroom located away from soap dispensers near restroom exit. ADA accessibility requires dispensers to be mounted so the operating mechanisms are at a height less than 48 inches from the floor. Fire Code regulations: 1. Dispensers should not be installed directly adjacent to, directly above, or below an electrical receptacle, switch, appliance, device, or other ignition source. This rule has been formally interpreted by JAHCO to be 6 inches from the center line of the dispenser to the ignition source. 2. If installed over a carpeted floor, dispensers shall be permitted only in sprinkler smoke compartments (NFPA 3.3.43.2). The vendor for the Purell sanitizer dispensers is Unisource Worldwide, 1070 Waterfield Drive East, Garner, NC 2752. Sales is 1-800-864-7687.

**PURELL ADX-7 DISPENSER**
Color: brushed chrome/black, item no. 8728-06, capacity 700 ml, dimensions 3.94” W, 9.79” H, 3.71” D (for restrooms with black or stainless steel dispensers installed).

**PURELL ADX-7 DISPENSER**
Color: white/white, item no. 8720-06, capacity 700 ml, dimensions 3.94” W, 9.79” H, 3.71” D (for restrooms with white dispensers installed).
This recessed trash receptacle option should be installed when a stainless steel receptacle is preferred/required. This receptacle may be installed beneath and centered on either the K-C PROFESSIONAL® IN-SIGHT® SANITOUCH® Hard Roll Towel Dispenser, color: Smoke, CODE 09990 (if a stainless steel combination is NOT required), or the K-C PROFESSIONAL® MOD® Manual Dispenser, stainless steel, recessed dispenser, CODE 34355 (if a 100% stainless steel combination is required). These combinations would replace the Bobrick B-3961 recessed convertible paper towel dispenser and waste receptacle. The vendor for the B-2888 Classic Series stainless steel tissue dispenser is Martin Architectural, 511 East Chatham Street, Cary, NC. Office: 469-9661.

BOBRICK B-3644 CLASSIC SERIES WASTE RECEPTRACLE
Satin-finish stainless steel. Seamless beveled flange. Removable, 12-gal. (45.4-L) receptacle locks into cabinet. Hooks hold optional vinyl liner. Rough Wall Opening: 16” W, 29 1/4” H, 4” min. depth (405 x 745 x 100mm),

BOBRICK B-270 CONTURA SERIES SURFACE-MOUNTED SANITARY NAPKIN DISPOSAL
Satin-finish stainless steel. Cover is drawn, one-piece construction; secured to cabinet with full-length stainless steel piano-hinge. Capacity: 1.0-gal. (3.8-L). Unit 7 1/2” W, 10” H, 3 13/16” D (190 x 255 x 95mm).